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Abstract
The design of Control and Instrumentation (C & I) systems used in safety critical applications such as nuclear power plants involves partitioning of the overall system functionality
into sub-parts and implementing each sub-part in hardware and/or software as appropriate.
With increasing use of programmable devices like FPGA, the hardware subsystems are often implemented in Hardware Description Languages (HDL) like VHDL. Since the functional bugs in such hardware subsystems used in safety critical C&I systems have serious
consequences, it is important to use rigorous reasoning to verify the functionalities of the
HDL models. This report describes the design of software tool named VBMC (VHDL
Bounded Model Checker). The capability of this tool is in proving/refuting functional properties of hardware designs described in VHDL. VBMC accepts design as a VHDL program
file, functional property in PSL, and verification bound (number of cycles of operation) as
inputs. It either reports that the design satisfies the functional property for the given verification bound or generates a counterexample providing the reason of violation. In case of
satisfaction, the proof holds good for the verification bound. VBMC has been used for the
functional verification of FPGA based intelligent I/O boards developed at Reactor Control
Division, BARC.
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VBMC: A Formal Verification Tool for VHDL Programs
Ajith K.J., A. K. Bhattacharjee*,
Reactor Control Division,
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
Mumbai 400 085
*email: anup@barc.gov.in
1. Introduction
Computer based Control and Instrumentation (C&I) systems used in nuclear power plants are
mandated to undergo a rigorous verification process commensurate with the safety class of the
system. The design of such systems involves partitioning of the overall system functionality into
subsystems, and implementing each subsystem in hardware and/or software as appropriate. The
recent generation of hardware components include designs involving field programmable devices
commonly known as FPGA.

Such devices are often implemented in Hardware Description

Languages (HDL) like VHDL1,2. The designer starts with a description of the subsystem in HDL
which is then systematically transformed into a hardware realization in FPGA or CPLD using a
chain of electronic design automation tools. Hence, the correctness of the hardware subsystems
realized in FPGA crucially depends on the correctness of the HDL design designer started with.
Since the functional bugs in such hardware subsystems used in C&I of safety critical systems have
serious consequences related to safety, it is important to use rigorous techniques to verify the
functionalities of the HDL designs.
Traditionally, the functional verification of HDL designs has been done by simulation or
testing. However, exhaustive simulation covering all possible input combinations of the design is
impractical for HDL designs of even medium size and complexity. Hence, simulation-based tools
can never ensure that the design is tested for all corner cases of the input space. In contrast to this,
formal verification tools exhaustively explore all possible input combinations of the design in an
attempt to prove that the design satisfies the functional specifications. It is now recognized that
formal verification tools provide a complementary approach to simulation (i) by finding corner case
bugs that simulation may miss and (ii) in proving that design satisfies the functional specifications.
HDL designs fall into two different domains: Control-dominated and Data-dominated. A
common definition of a "control-dominated" design is one which is realized by interacting finite
state machines e.g. memory controller hardware. On the other side “data-dominated” designs like
digital filters involve multi-bit data and word-level operations on the data.
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The formal verification techniques for data-dominated designs differ significantly from
those used for control-dominated designs. Control-dominated designs are normally verified using
model checking. Model checking involves an exhaustive search of the entire state space of the
design to ensure that the design can never be in an undesirable state. Model checking is typically
fast and fully automatic. Unfortunately, the number of states in the state spaces of real-world
designs is prohibitively large particularly due to the wide data paths present in the designs. This
restricts the scope of model checking techniques in formal verification of data-dominated designs.
Data-dominated designs are normally verified using proof-based approaches that focus on
mathematically proving properties of the designs using proof engines called Theorem Provers.
Theorem proving often requires human insight and creativity to complete proofs and is not fully
automatic.
Real-life designs are a mix of both control and data dominated sub-parts and it is very
difficult to separate them. Hence, it is usually left to the verification engineer to carve out suitable
parts of the design that are then subjected to appropriate verification techniques. This makes the
process tedious, error-prone, and highly dependent on the ingenuity and skills of the verification
engineer. Hence, it is important to develop automated verification tools which can verify HDL
designs with both control-dominated and data-dominated sub-parts.
As an example to HDL designs with both control-dominated and data-dominated sub-parts,
consider a process controller containing several digital signal processing units, arithmetic logic
units, and also a bus controller that controls how a shared bus is used by the different devices that
communicate with the process controller.
Note that the bus controller is controldominated, whereas the digital signal
processing units and the arithmetic logic
units are data-dominated. There are several
interesting properties one might want to
check

about

this

controller.

Some

properties may simply check whether the
transactions on the bus happen as per a predetermined protocol. Other properties could
check

whether

the

signal

processing

functions are being computed correctly.
While the first property is control-oriented,

Fig. 1: Overview of VBMC

the second one is highly data-oriented.
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VBMC is an automated tool for mathematically proving/refuting functional properties of
hardware designs with both control-dominated and data-dominated sub-parts described in VHDL.
The basic features are shown in Fig. 1. It is based on the principle of bounded model checking. In
bounded model checking, the model checker looks for a violation of the stated property while
exploring a depth of k (integer) of the state space. If no bug is found in this depth of k, then one can
increase k until (i) violation is found, (ii) the entire space is searched, or (iii) the computation time
becomes prohibitive. In case of (ii), it has been proved that the design does not violate the property
under all possible executions.

1.1 Motivation
The main motivation behind this development conforms to requirements of rigorous verification
akin to software as per AERB SG-D253. It has been recommended in D-25 to treat HDL based
designs at the same rigour as software for the system safety class. Additionally, the Review
Guidelines for Field-Programmable Gate Arrays in Nuclear Power Plant Safety Systems prepared
by US NRC4 have identified the following issues related to usage of FPGAs in design of safety
systems:
1. FPGA devices are fundamentally complex software designs implemented by hardware
engineers using HDL.
2. The main issue in achieving sufficient confidence in HDL based design arises from the
complexity in hardware design life cycle and inadequate V&V process to account for the
specific software characteristics of FPGAs. This issue is to be addressed taking difficulty in
understanding the semantics of HDLs and analyzing the safety aspects of the design.
3. Even a relatively simple FPGA design in most cases prohibits 100% testing during code
simulation and hardware verification. The guide recommends to treat FPGA-based safety
systems as complex systems (ref: DO-2545), and argues to identify suitable design cycle
including rigorous V&V process for FPGA-based safety-related designs.

The situation is complicated by the fact that at present, verifiers have no alternate means to verify a
HDL design with respect to high level requirements. The motivation behind development of
VBMC is to partially address the above concerns and is summarized below.
9 An alternate verification strategy for high level requirements
9 The tool is based on a technique which is not commonly used by traditional simulation tools
and hence addresses common mode problem with design and verification.

9

It addresses cycle accurate representation of HDL semantics.
6

1.2 State of art in HDL Verification
Most of the verification tools offered by FPGA manufactures and EDA tool vendors are simulationbased tools. Xilinx ISE Simulator6, MentorGraphics ModelSim7 and Cadence NCSim8 are examples
of simulation-based tools. Some vendors also offer formal equivalence checking tools. Examples of
equivalence checkers include Synopsis Formality9 , MentorGraphics FormalPro7 and Cadence
Conformal8 . These tools focus on proving the equivalence between two different forms of a
hardware design. For example, an equivalence checker can be used to prove that the netlist
obtained after synthesis of an RTL design is functionally equivalent to the RTL design. However
equivalence checkers cannot be used for formal property verification.
Formal property verification tools in the commercial domain include FormalCheck, Incisive
Formal Verifier from Cadence, and Questa Formal Verifier from MentorGraphics. SMV 10, NuSMV
11

, and VIS12 are examples of academic formal property verification tools. However most of these

tools operate at bit-level which poses serious scaling issues when reasoning about designs with
wide data paths. Moreover all of these tools are based on unbounded model checking which is
found to be practically less scalable compared to bounded model checking which VBMC uses.
VCEGAR13 is an academic tool for formal verification of Verilog HDL programs which works at
word-level. VCEGAR is based on an idea called predicate abstraction. The identification of right set
of predicates is crucial in the successful application of this tool, which is an undecidable problem in
general.
The remaining part of this report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives the overview of
VBMC, and describes the subset of VHDL and PSL it accepts. Chapter 3 focuses on the major
technical contributions behind the design of VBMC and internals of VBMC. Chapter 4 concludes
the report with some applications of VBMC and future work.

2. Overview of VBMC
VBMC accepts a VHDL design, a functional property in Property Specification Language (PSL),
and verification bound (number of cycles of operation) as inputs (see Fig. 2). It either infers that the
design satisfies the functional property for the given verification bound or generates an execution of
the design violating the property (called counterexample).
Note that in the former case, VBMC provides a guarantee that the design satisfies the
property for a bounded number of cycles of operation. However, as discussed above, if no
counterexample is found with this bound, then one can increase the bound until (i) a
counterexample is found, (ii) the entire space is searched, or (iii) the computation time becomes
prohibitive. In case of (ii), it has been proved that the design does not violate the property under all
possible executions.
7

F 2: Veriffication Steps and Flow
Fig.
w
Thee counterexxample geneerated by VBMC
V
is diisplayed in the form of waveform
ms for inputt
and outputt signals. Ann example screen-shot of such a waveform
w
is shown in F
Fig. 3.

F 3: Counnterexample in waveforrms generateed by VBM
Fig.
MC
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2.1 Subset of VHDL accepted by VBMC
VHDL offers a rich collection of constructs. However, a large subset of these constructs offered by
VHDL is not synthesizable1. Such constructs can be used only for modelling and simulation.
VBMC does not support any of the non-synthesizable constructs. Here is a list of such constructs
(the details of these constructs can be found in2).
1)

access types

2)

allocators

3)

assertions

4)

disconnection specifications

5)

files

6)

shared variables

7)

groups

8)

delays

9)

floating-point types

10)

physical types

11)

incomplete types

12)

report statements

Among the synthesizable constructs, VBMC currently accepts a large subset of the synthesizable
constructs. Following is the list of the synthesizable constructs that are not supported by VBMC.
1)

aliases

2)

block statements

3)

user-defined attributes: VBMC supports only the predefined synthesizable attribute 'EVENT.

4)

loops, exit statements, and next statements

5)

subprograms and return statements

6)

packages

7)

records

8)

wait statements

9)

overloading

10)

arrays

11)

variables

12)

restrictions on ports: VHDL allows four types of ports – IN, OUT, INOUT, BUFFER.

VBMC supports only IN ports and OUT ports.
13)

restrictions on vector declarations: VBMC requires the vector declarations to be either 'N-1

DOWNTO 0' or '0 TO N-1', where N is the size of the vector.
9

2.2 Property Specification Language for VBMC
The properties accepted by VBMC are in a subset of PSL14, extended with bounds. The
syntax and semantics of the properties VBMC accepts is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: PSL for VBMC
Property syntax
(predicate)

Property semantics
Predicate is a Boolean expression. (predicate) asserts that the
given Boolean expression is true in the first clock cycle. The
permitted operators inside predicate are

(1) Relational operators: =, /=, <, <=, >, >=,
(2) Shift operators: sll, srl
(3) Arithmetic, selection, and concatenation operators: +, -, *,
[:], &
(4) Bit-wise operators: bv-and (bit wise and), bv-or (bit-wise
or), bv-not (bit-wise not).

Example: The property (z=x+y) asserts that In the first clock
cycle, the value of the signal z is the sum of the values of the
signals x and y.
(next formula)

Asserts that formula is true in the next clock cycle.

Example: The property (next(z=x+y)) asserts that

In the

second clock cycle, the value of the signal z is the sum of the
values of the signals x and y.
(next[I] formula)

Asserts that formula is true in the next Ith clock cycle.

Example: The property (next[3](z=x+y)) asserts that In the
fourth clock cycle, the value of the signal z is the sum of the
values of the signals x and y.
(next_a[I:J] formula)

Asserts that formula is true in all cycles of a range of future
cycles.
10

Example: The property (next_a[1:3](z=x+y)) asserts that
From the second clock cycle through the fourth clock cycle, the
value of the signal z is the sum of the values of the signals x
and y.
(next_e[I:J] formula)

Asserts that formula is true at least once within some range of
future cycles.

Example: The property (next_e[1:3](z=x+y)) asserts that
Starting from the second clock cycle until the fourth cycle, the
value of the signal z is the sum of the values of the signals x
and y, at least once.
(always formula [I])

Asserts that formula is true in this cycle and is true in all of
the next I-1 cycles.

Example: The property (always (z=x+y) [3]) asserts that The
value of the signal z is the sum of the values of the signals x
and y, from the first clock cycle through the third cycle.
(eventually formula [I])

Asserts that formula is true either in this cycle or in at least
one of the next I-1 cycles.

Example: The property (eventually (z=x+y) [3]) asserts that
The value of the signal z is the sum of the values of the signals
x and y, at least once, starting from the first clock cycle
through the third cycle.
(never formula [I])

Asserts that formula is false in this cycle and is false for all of
the next I-1 cycles.

Example: The property (never (z=x+y) [3]) asserts that The
value of the signal z is not equal to the sum of the values of the
signals x and y, from the first clock cycle through the third
cycle.

11

(! formula)

Asserts that formula is false.

Example: The property (!(next[2](z=x+y))) asserts that In the
third clock cycle, the value of the signal z is not equal to the
sum of the values of the signals x and y.
(formula1 bin-op formula2)

This helps in connecting two formulas using a binary Boolean
connective bin-op. bin-op here can be and, or, not, nand, nor,
xor, xnor , with meaning indicated by the name.

Example: The property ((z=x+y) and (next[2](x=1))) asserts
that In the first clock cycle, the value of the signal z is the sum
of the values of the signals x and y, and in the third clock cycle,
x is 1.
(formula1 ; formula2)

This is equivalent to (formula1 and next(formula2))

(formula) with signal

This asserts that formula is true, and signal is the
synchronizing signal (or clock signal).
Example: The property
(always(next[1](err=0))[10]) with clk
asserts that the value of the signal err is 0 from the second
clock cycle through the 11th clock cycle (i.e. for 10 clock
cycles) with clk as the clock signal.

2.3 Example
This section explains the working of VBMC with the help of an example VHDL design and a
property.
Consider the VHDL design shown in Fig. 4. The design comprises a controller with three
states – 0, 1, and 2. In state 0, the controller checks if start is 1. If start is 1, the controller switches
to state 1. Otherwise it remains in state 0. In state 1, the controller increments a variable count until
count reaches 0x1000. Once count reaches 0x1000, flag is set to 1 and the controller switches to
state 2. Once the controller reaches state 2, it stays there permanently.
Suppose one is interested in proving the property “flag is 0 as long as start is 0” for the first
10 clock cycles of operation. This property written in PSL using the syntax and semantics illustrated
in Table 1 is shown in Equation 1.
12
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Fig. 4: Example VHDL design

(always(start=0)[10] => always(flag=0)[10]) with clock
(Equation 1)
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The counteerexample in Fig. 5 is generated
g
byy VBMC when
w
this prooperty is tried on the deesign.

Fig. 5:
5 Counterexxample gen
nerated by VBMC
V
The analysis of the counterexam
mple reveaals that the VHDL design violatees the prop
perty if thee
o the contrroller starts in state 1. Note that (ssee Fig. 4 ) if the execcution of thee controllerr
execution of
starts in staate 1, it can remain in state
s
1 for 10 clock cyccles with staart = 0 and fflag = 1, thu
us violatingg
the propertty. Hence thhe property needs to bee changed to
o “once starrted in statee 0, flag is 0 as long ass
start is 0”. The changeed propertyy for the first 10 clock cycles
c
is shoown in Equaation 2.

(((reset=1) && (nexxt[1](reset=00))) =>
(always(nnext[1](starrt=0))[10] =>
= always(n
next[1](flag=
=0))[10])) w
with clock
(Eqquation 2)

L propertyy is channged by adding
a
ann antecedeent “(((reset=1) &&
&
Note thatt the PSL
(next[1](reeset=0)))”, which asseerts that thee execution of the desiign starts att state 0. Th
he changedd
property inn Equation 2 is proved by VBMC for the giveen design.
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3. Conceptual Framework and Internals of VBMC
VBMC performs the verification of functional properties of VHDL designs with both controldominated and data-dominated sub-parts by combining some powerful techniques used by the
formal verification community, namely symbolic simulation15, bounded model checking16 , wordlevel constraint solving17, and counterexample guided abstraction refinement18.
Symbolic simulation involves simulating a design's behaviour using symbols for the
design’s inputs. This helps in deriving relations between inputs, outputs, and internal variables of
the design as symbolic expressions. By substituting concrete values for the symbols in these
symbolic expressions, the result of traditional (concrete valued) simulation can be obtained. This
technique has been shown to be effective in reasoning about designs with wide data paths as well as
significant control complexity.
The symbolic expressions generated by symbolic simulation can be used to derive the
transition relation (R) of the design. Transition relation of a design is a relation between present and
next states of the design. Suppose it is required to ensure that the design has a functional property P
for k cycles of operation. This can be done by unrolling the transition relation k times, conjoining
the unrolled relation with the negation of the property P, and then checking for satisfiability of the
resulting constraint using a word-level constraint solver. The process of checking for the
satisfiability of such a constraint (called verification condition C) gives one of the two outcomes: (i)
a set of assignments of values to the signals in the design that demonstrates a concrete execution of
the design violating the property, i.e., a counterexample, or (ii) inference that the verification
condition cannot be satisfied, implying that the design satisfies the property under verification up to
k cycles of operation.
The process of checking the satisfiability of the verification condition C can pose serious
scaling issues if one tries to reason about all variables and expressions. VBMC alleviates this
problem using an abstraction (over-approximation) C' of the verification condition C which is
simpler to reason about compared to C. C' is obtained from the transition relation R in the following
way: Initially an abstraction of the transition relation (R') is obtained from the transition relation R
by hiding the details of selected internal signals of the design. C' is obtained by unrolling the
abstract transition relation k times and conjoining the unrolled relation with the negation of the
property P. The set of solutions of R' is a superset of the set of solutions of R; hence the set of
solutions of C' is a superset of the set of solutions of C. If C' does not have any solution then, C also
does not have any solution, and the design satisfies the property up to k cycles of operation.
However, if C' has a solution , then  may or may not be an execution which the design can follow
15

violating thhe property. If  is an execution
e
of the design
n which violates the prooperty, then
n  is calledd
a real coounterexampple. Otherrwise  iss called a spurious counterexxample. Heence, if a
counterexaample is obtained,
o
it needs to be analyssed, to cheeck if it is a real or
o spuriouss
counterexaample. If it is a real counterexam
c
mple, it is proved
p
that the designn violates th
he propertyy
under veriffication. Hoowever, if itt is a spuriouus countereexample, it needs
n
to be eliminated by refiningg
the abstracction R' (andd consequenntly C') usinng hints from
m the spurioous counterrexample. This
T processs
of checkinng for the satisfiability
s
y of the abbstract veriffication conndition andd refining it continuess
iteratively, until (i) a real
r counterrexample is obtained, or
o (ii) it is proved
p
that tthe design satisfies
s
thee
T
techniique of starting from an initial abstractionn and refiniing it iteraatively in a
property. This
counterexaample guideed manner iss called couunterexamplle guided abbstraction reefinement (CEGAR).
As the transitiion relation R is in genneral a bit-v
vector (worrd-level) foormula, the problem off
generating an abstracction of thhe transitionn relation boils downn to variabble eliminaation (moree
m for bit-vecctor formulaas. VBMC
C
commonlyy known in literature as quantifierr elimination) problem
uses a novvel quantifiier eliminattion algorithhm19,

20

, which
w
tries to
t keep thee quantifierr-eliminatedd

formula att word-leveel as muchh as possibble, resortin
ng to blastting only w
when it is absolutelyy
necessary. This helpps in keeping the absstract transiition relatioon and thee abstract verification
v
n
condition at
a word-level. Keepingg the abstracct verification conditioon at word-llevel is appeealing, as itt
allows effiicient word--level reasooning to be applied by
y the back-eend word-leevel constraaint solvers..
This improoves the oveerall scalabiility of the verification
n scheme paarticularly w
when verifying designss
with wide data paths.

Fig. 6: Arcchitecture of VBMC
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The block diagram in Fig. 6 shows the internal details of VBMC. A brief description of the internal
components of VBMC is given in the following subsections.

3.1 IR Translator
The IR translator translates the VHDL design into an Intermediate Representation (IR). The
symbolic simulator reads the IR and generates symbolic expressions by symbolically simulating the
IR. The IR is basically a control and data flow graph (CDFG) that represents the control flow
structure of the VHDL program along with the data flow among variables, signals and ports in the
program. The IR has two types of nodes, namely, the Control Nodes that represent the statements in
the program (including process statements, assignment statements etc.), and the Data Nodes that
represent the data in the program (including variables, constants, signals, ports, etc.).
The IR Translator works in three phases. In the first phase, the input VHDL files are preprocessed and a single file (which is equivalent of all source files) is outputted. The pre-processing
phase ensures that the input VHDL files do not contain any constructs disallowed by the subset. The
output of the pre-processing phase is used as input by the parser, the second phase, to create the
initial IR. However, the initial IR may be incomplete as filling up some fields like ranges of signals
and ports, addresses of instantiated entities in port maps etc. may require a look up of the symbol
table created by the parser. Hence a third phase (post-processing phase) is required which fills up
these blank fields and makes the IR complete and final.

3.2 Symbolic Simulator
The symbolic simulator i) performs the symbolic simulation of the design generating symbolic
expressions, and ii) generates transition relation of the design from the symbolic expressions.
Symbolic simulation involves mimicking the conventional simulation (concrete valued
simulation) with symbols as inputs rather than concrete values. This generates symbolic expressions
that are symbolic relations between inputs, outputs, and internal variables of the design.
A VHDL design is composed of a collection of basic statements called process statements.
The conventional simulation of a VHDL design involves the repetitive execution of the process
statements in the VHDL design in an event-triggered fashion (execution of a process statement
generates events, which trigger the execution of other process statements), until a fix-point is
reached, where there are no more events or execution of process statements. The execution of the
each process statement is called a simulation cycle. VHDL associates an internal delay with the
simulation cycle called . In short, the conventional simulation of a VHDL design involves a
sequence of simulation cycles (s).
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The symbolic simulator mimics the conventional simulation with symbols as the inputs in the
different simulation cycles, thus generating symbolic expressions between inputs, outputs, and
internal variables of the design in the different simulation cycles. The idea is explained with the
help of a VHDL design which represents a 2-bit register (see Fig. 7). The symbolic expression for
this VHDL design generated by the symbolic simulator appears as shown in Equation 3.
qoutite(clkGzclkG && clkG = 1, qG , qoutG && 
qGite(clkGzclkG && clkG = 1, dinG , qG 
(Equation 3)

In Equation 3, xt denotes the value of the signal x in the tth simulation cycle and a=ite(b, c, d)
represents (b && (a=c)) || (¬b && (a=d)). Intuitively, the symbolic expression above relates the
value of the output qout in the 0th simulation cycle (qout0) with the values of the other signals in
previous simulation cycles. We call this -transition relation (R).
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However, the simulation cycles (s) are important only for proper ordering of events, and are
not observable externally. In other words, the values of the signals in the different simulation cycles
are not necessarily the stable values of the signals. The transition relation R relates the present and
the next stable values of the signals. However, considering the transient signal values is important
for correctly obtaining the stable values of the signals.
The transition relation R is obtained from R by imposing the following constraints on R:
(i) inputs of the design change exactly once i.e. at , and (ii) for every internal signal and output, the
values at all s are transient except the one at the maximum . The transition relation R of this
design derived by the symbolic simulator from R appears as shown in Equation 4.
qout’ite(clk’zclk && clk’ = 1, q, qout && 
q’ite(clk’zclk && clk’= 1, din’, q 
(Equation 4)

The unprimed variables in Equation 4 denote the initial values of the signals and the primed
variables denote the new values of the signals. The transition relation indicates how the output and
the internal signals in the design change when there is a change in any of the input signals.

3.3 Abstraction/Refinement Manager
Abstraction/refinement manager generates an abstraction (over-approximation) R' of the transition
relation by hiding/eliminating the details of a selected set of internal variables of the design. The set
of solutions of R' is a superset of the set of solutions of R. The degree of abstraction depends on the
set of internal variables chosen for elimination. The larger the set of internal variables chosen for
elimination, the larger is the degree of abstraction.
As the transition relation R is in general a bit-vector (word-level) formula, the problem of
generating an abstraction of the transition relation boils down to variable elimination (more
commonly known in literature as quantifier elimination) problem for bit-vector formulas.
Currently, the most popular technique for eliminating quantifiers from bit-vector formulas involves
converting (blasting) bit-vectors in the formula into individual bits (Boolean variables), followed by
quantifier elimination from the resulting Boolean formula. However this approach has some
undesirable features. For example, blasting involves a bit-width-dependent blow-up in the size of
the problem. This can present scaling problems in the usage of tools for quantifier elimination from
the resulting Boolean formula, especially when reasoning about wide words. Similarly, given an
instance of the quantifier elimination problem for a bit-vector formula, blasting the variables to be
eliminated may transitively require blasting other variables (that need not eliminated) as well. This
19

can cause the quantifier-eliminated formula to appear like a Boolean formula, instead of being a bitvector formula. Since reasoning at the level of bit-vectors is often more efficient in practice than
reasoning at the level of blasted bits, quantifier elimination using blasting may not be the best
option as the quantifier-eliminated formula (R' in our case) is intended to be used in reasoning by a
word-level constraint solver. VBMC uses a novel quantifier elimination algorithm QE_LMDD16,17,
which tries to keep the quantifier-eliminated formula at word-level as much as possible, resorting to
blasting only when it is absolutely necessary.
QE_LMDD represents the transition relation R as a DAG based data-structure called
LMDD19. The LMDD is traversed in a top-down manner converting the problem of quantifier
elimination from the transition relation into a set of simpler sub-problems each of which involves
quantifier elimination from a conjunction of bit-vector equations, disequations and inequations.
QE_LMDD uses an algorithm Project
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to perform quantifier elimination from a conjunction of

bit-vector equations, disequations and inequations. Project uses a layered approach for quantifier
elimination - sound, but relatively less complete, cheaper layers are invoked first, and expensive but
more complete layers are called only when required. The cheaper layers involve simplification of
the given conjunction of bit-vector equations, disequations and inequations using the equations.
Subsequently, an efficient combinatorial heuristic to identify unconstraining inequations and
disequations that can be dropped from the conjunction without changing the set of satisfying
solutions is applied.

Finally, those cases that are not solved by application of the above

computationally cheap techniques are handled by a variant of the classical Fourier-Motzkin
quantifier elimination algorithm for reals adapted for bit-vector equations, disequations and
inequations.
It is experimentally found that QE_LMDD performs quantifier elimination without any
blasting for the fragment of bit-vector formulas involving bit-vector equations, disequations and
inequations. As the transition relations of real life VHDL designs encountered largely belongs to
this fragment, the use of QE_LMDD for abstraction generation (i) is considerably efficient
compared to blasting, and (ii) keeps the quantifier eliminated formula at word-level helping in
efficient reasoning by the word-level constraint solvers.
As an example, eliminating the internal variable q from the transition relation R in Equation
4, using QE_LMDD generates the abstract transition relation R' shown in Equation 5.
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((clk  clk)
&&
(clk'=1))
||
(¬ ((clk  clk)
&&
(clk'=1))
&&
(qout' = qout))
(Equation5)

It is easy to see that the set of solutions of R' in Equation 5 is a superset of the set of
solutions of the given R.
Initially the abstraction/refinement manager chooses to eliminate all the internal variables in
the design from the transition relation in order to generate the (initial) abstract transition relation.
Subsequently, the set of internal variables to be eliminated is chosen by the verification condition
generator/checker. Hence, the abstraction/refinement manager initially generates a weak abstraction
(abstraction with a large degree of abstraction) by eliminating all the internal signals of the design
from the transition relation, and subsequently generates stronger abstractions (abstractions with
lesser degree of abstraction) by eliminating the internal signals of the design chosen by the
verification condition generator/checker.

3.4 Property Translator
Property translator converts the property in PSL into the input language of the constraint solvers
called the SMTLIB format18. Table 2 summarizes the translation from PSL to the SMTLIB

format. Here f represents a PSL formula and f' represents the SMTLIB translation of the
formula.
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Table 2: Translation scheme in property translator

PSL construct
variable

SMTLIB format
variable_k, where k represents the point
where the property starts

constants, logical operators, shift operators, corresponding constant/operator in SMTLIB
addition/multiplication operators, bit-wise format
operators, implication operators
(t1 R t2) where R is a relational operator and (t1' R' t2') and (t1' R' t2' >> 1), where t1' and
t1 and t2 are terms

t2' represents t1 and t2 converted to
SMTLIB format, R' represents the operator
corresponding to R in SMTLIB format, and
>> k denotes shifting the formula (t1' R' t2)
by k steps. For example, (x_0 = y_1) >> 1
gives (x_1 = y_2).

(next f)

(f' >> 2)

(next[I] f)

(f' >> 2.I)

(next_a[I:J] f)

(f' >> 2.I) and (f' >> 2.(I+1)) and … and (f'
>> 2.J)

(next_e[I:J] f)

(f' >> 2.I) or (f' >> 2.(I+1)) or … or (f' >>
2.J)

(always f[I])

(f') and (f' >> 2) and … and (f' >> 2.(I-1))

(eventually f[I])

(f') or (f' >> 2) or … or (f' >> 2.(I-1))

(never f[I])

(not f') and (not f' >> 2) and … and (not f'
>> 2.(I-1))

(f) with signal

(T => f'), where T denotes the SMTLIB
representation

of

the

statement

signal

toggles for a number of clock cycles equal to
the bound of the property
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3.5 Verification Condition Generator/Checker

Verification condition generator/checker (i) generates the abstract verification condition, (ii) checks
the satisfiability of the abstract verification condition using a word-level constraint solver, and (iii)
either reports that the property is proved/refuted or finds the set of internal variables in the design to
be exposed (not to be eliminated) before generating the next abstract transition relation by analysing
the result from the constraint solver.
For example, it is required to verify that the VHDL design has a functional property P for k
cycles of operation. The verification condition generator/checker generates the abstract verification
condition by unrolling the abstract transition relation k times, and conjoining the unrolled relation
with the negation of the property P. The abstract verification condition (converted to SMTLIB
format) is given to a word-level constraint solver to check its satisfiability. VBMC can use any
constraint solver which supports bit-vector arithmetic such as simplifyingSTP
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, Yices24 etc., to

check the satisfiability of the abstract verification condition. If the abstract verification condition
does not have any solution then, the verification condition generator/checker reports that the design
satisfies the property up to k cycles of operation. If the abstract transition relation has a solution 
then,  is analyzed to check if it is a real or spurious counterexample. This is achieved by checking
if  is a solution to the verification condition. If  is a solution of the verification condition, then 
is a real counterexample. Otherwise,  is a spurious counterexample. If  is a spurious
counterexample, Verification Condition Generator/Checker finds the set of internal variables in the
design to be exposed (not to be eliminated) in order to avoid this counterexample. This set of
internal variables to be exposed becomes the refinement hint for abstraction/refinement manager to
generate the next abstract transition relation.
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4. Conclusions
VBMC was used for the functional verification of VHDL programs developed for the FPGAs used
in EHS hardware boards developed in Reactor Control Division. The functional properties specified
in the FRS document were taken up for verification. Following the verification cycle in Fig 2.,
properties were initially written in English and then translated into PSL, which were then submitted
for verification. In cases, where the tool reported the falsification of the property in the design, the
counterexamples produced by the tool were analyzed to understand the reason for failure. One
important outcome of the tool supported analysis was in increasing accuracy of specification.
The performance of VBMC was also evaluated on a set of benchmark VHDL designs. This
included a set of public domain VHDL designs22.

Using VBMC, functional properties of these

designs up to 2000 cycles of operation were checked within 1800 seconds on a 1.83 GHz Intel(R)
Core 2 Duo machine with 2GB RAM running Linux, with simplifying STP23 as the back-end
constraint solver. This outperformed the existing techniques, which were unable to scale beyond a
few tens of cycles with a time limit of 1800 seconds.
Given a VHDL design and a property in PSL, VBMC either generates a counterexample, or
infers that the design satisfies the given functional property for k cycles of operation. It can be
observed that, in the latter case, VBMC only provides an incomplete (bounded) guarantee that the
design satisfies the property for a bounded number of cycles of operation (Note that in the
experiments, VBMC was successfully applied for the verification of properties of real life VHDL
designs up to 2000 cycles of operation within 1800 seconds, which gives a reasonable although
bounded guarantee of correctness). This is in contrast with the complete (unbounded) guarantee that
a given design can never be made to violate the property (for any number of clock cycles), as
provided by traditional model checkers such as SMV or NuSMV. It is interesting to see if the
approach behind VBMC can be extended to give such unbounded guarantees. Empirically it is
observed that unbounded model checking is less scalable compared to bounded model checking.
One of the approaches for scalable unbounded model checking that has shown initial promising
results is based on decomposition of the transition relation into independent components that can be
model checked in parallel. The authors are presently exploring this approach in collaboration with
CFDVS, IIT Bombay.

It will be our endeavour to extend VBMC for the verification of other HDLs such as Verilog.
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